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"FRANCE" TO PUBLISH HIGH TRIAL DOCUMENT

LÉON BLUE'S STAPHBUTTS

"France" is publishing tomorrow, September 14, a cardinal document on the Riom

Trial, curing which the Vichy Government issued to the world mutilated aid

tendentious reports.

nils documcnt is she verbatim shorthand report of the Tull statements unde by
Monsieur Leon blum in reply the prosecution, whilst under cross—examination.

The Vichy Government regarded as a crane the heme policy end the foreign
policy ox the Government over which H, Blum presided from the 4th June, 1936, to
the 23rd June, 1937. The former Prime Minister - whom Detain had. sentenced to

prison even bci 'ro the trial began - defended his policy during two sessions of
the court; it is his plea cl which "Prance" is publishing a verbatim report.

The prosecution accused Monsieur Blur- of "not having fulfilled the duties of

his post" by refusing to repress by force the French industrial strides of June,
1936, and, on the other hand, of having crippled the military power of France

his social reforms.

Monsieur Blum justified the measures taken and the social legislation of his

Government - generally ratified by Parliament after unanimous votes - by showing
that these reforms had been made necessary by circumstances and that in all

cir cures toneos he had been guided by the determination to avoid civil war.

He pointed out that by improving the standard of living of the working classes

and by avoiding bloody conflicts with them, he was in fact encouraging then to

defend' Trance should she be attached. The workers of Franco in fact did do their

share in national defence "with unanimous elan" when circumstances ■.•.ratio in necessary

Neither the 40 hour week nor paid holidays nor collective contracts had the influence

on armament manufacturing alleged by the prosecution.

The prosecutors also omitted to refer to the re-armanent policy undertaken

iron 1536: Hons lour Blum repaired this omission and centended that the re-

armanent of Prance was his main preoccupation during his tenure of office; his

statements were hacked hy figures. lie could show that the re-arnaient progra me

of 22 billion francs was decided at once end put into force, Measures such as

the nationalisation of war industries, of which ho was accused as a crime, did 'in

fact increase the rate of production of the war industry whose tooling was outdated

end could ho rejuvenated through the state subsidies, such Pleasures also gave

satisfaction to a nation './hose conscience objected to war profits raid whose morale

was Improved when the hour struck for the supreme trial.

Monsicur Blum summed up his social policy vdth this formula.; conciliation,

agreement, understanding. His foreign policy he cbfined as having been inspired by
the determination to make Franco strong for defence whilst relaxing no effort for

ooa.co.

He showed that his home policy exclusively tended to defend the French

Republic, attacked since 1934 by fractious partisans. He recalled his attempts

at creating; the "unity of France".

In his conclusion Monsieur Blum defined his tenure of office as "a period
within the democratic and republican tradition of France", Ho declared his own

allegiance and that of his followers to this ideal,

"France", ho sand, "will g.ather the fruits ar hich wo sowed in a future in which

we plado the wh ic of cur faith aid which this very trial, intended though it is as

an attack against the Republic, will rolp to prepare,"
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